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Introduction
Cranes in the food industry
Are you involved in (re)designing a controlled
work and production environment for the food
industry? And are you exploring what the right
choices are for hygienic cranes? Then you will
inevitably encounter a wide range of options
and points to consider. It is important to be
well prepared.

IN SHORT
Cranes in the food industry
How can your hoisting and lifting equipment meet high
safety standards and requirements? What are important
points to consider? Make sure to be well prepared.

Safe and efficient hoisting and lifting is essential in
controlled environments. There is a lot to consider.
From choosing the right materials to having dedicated
software developed. Keep in mind that no two
controlled work environments are the same. Companies
themselves set very diverse requirements, and
regulations differ for each sector and country. Hence,
every crane project requires a custom-made approach.

About conditioned environments:
• they limit process contamination
• companies set highly diverse requirements
• regulations differ for each country
Valuable insights
After reading this whitepaper, you will know more about:
• the importance of hygienic production areas for the
food industry

This approach starts with distinguishing the different
standards of your industry. This whitepaper describes
what you need to be aware of when making decisions
that are related to the food industry specifically.

• hygienic crane configuration and maintenance for the
food industry
• which food industry developments to watch

Food industry hygiene
Food safety is more important than ever before. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), more than
420.000 people died due to food related issues in 2015 alone. Another 600 million cases of disease were registered.
It therefore comes as no surprise that the food industry sets much higher hygienic standards than many other
industries. It requires extremely hygienic conditions at all stages of the food chain, from production to packaging.

Challenges
The food industry deals with a wide variety of threats that could contaminate or poison ingredients and end
products. Contamination is brought about by microorganisms such as bacteria, viruses, yeasts, fungi, and parasites.
These microorganisms can grow – and survive – due to human activity, incorrect cleaning methods, deferred
equipment maintenance, an incorrect production order or cross-contamination. To prevent all this from happening,
parts of the food processing industry are moved to controlled environments.

Controlled environments as a preventative measure
A controlled environment is designed to limit contamination during work or product processes. For the food
industry in particular, controlled environments help minimize the number of microorganisms.
A controlled environment has a specific definition. It involves counting the number of particles of a certain size
that are present in one cubic meter. An ISO 5 conditioned environment contains 3520 particles that are 0.5 µm or
larger in one cubic meter. In comparison, the air in a typical urban environment contains 35 million particles of that
diameter in one cubic meter.
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Food process control
Many different organizations (governmental, third-party, and more) carefully audit food
production processes. As a result, there is a growing need for production to take place in
controlled environments. It also explains the significant increase in the use of controlled
environments over the last thirty years. Below, you find an indication of a few bodies that
play an important auditing role in the food industry:
• HACCP.
The Hazard analysis and critical control points (HACCP) offers a globally renowned
preventive approach to food safety. It focuses on identifying protentional food
hazards during the early stages of food processing.
• E
 FSA.
The European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) is the agency of the European Union
(EU) that provides independent scientific advice and communicates on existing and
emerging risks associated with the food chain.
• N
 VWA.
The Netherlands Food and Consumer Product Safety Authority (NVWA) monitors
animal and plant health, animal welfare, and the safety of food and consumer
products. It also enforces nature legislation. Its three main tasks include supervision,
risk assessment and risk communication.
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Configuration of your hygienic crane
Assembling a hygienic crane, here’s how
There are many different mechanical and
electrical lifting and hoisting solutions for
controlled environments in the food industry.
These often involve ergonomic applications for
materials that are otherwise too heavy to move
manually. And help prevent contamination and
micro-bacterial growth.

IN SHORT
Hygienic crane configuration
Extremely hygienic cranes minimize the formation of microorganisms. They leave very few particles behind and cause
negligible contamination. In the food industry, these cranes
require a functional and hygienic design that is virtually free

When configurating a crane for controlled environments,
it is extremely important to keep in mind the standards
that are set by the industry. To the food industry in
strict demands of the food industry.
particular, hygiene is imperative, as it decreases the risk
of cross-contamination. Hence, we speak of hygienic
lifting hoisting equipment and hygienic cranes in the food industry.
of surfaces, cracks, crevices, openings and hollow spaces.

These designs minimize bacterial growth and help meet the

Food industry focus points
Food production facilities and equipment need to comply with the requirements set by auditing organizations
and institutions. However, these requirements are not universal. The standards that apply to your controlled
environment depend on many different things, such as the location (region / country) in which the production and
distribution of your products takes place, the type of food that is being produced (e.g., baby food), and more. Still,
there are a few key elements that are important to keep in mind when configurating a controlled environment for
the food industry:
• C
 leanability / hollow spaces.
In food processing and pharmaceutical industries, you do not want hollow spaces that you are unable to
clean. Anything can grow there, such as bacteria, insects and small pests (from the cacao moth to mice).
Both can lead to complications.
• Production lines.
Lifting and hoisting solutions that move across and over food production lines require extra attention, as
metal and plastic fragments from production equipment can by no means end up in food products.
• Electricity.
The food industry is a very wet industry. Using electrical components in damp environments where
cleaning is done with water is no easy task. A properly closed system could offer a solution.

A selection of possibilities
Although every conditioned environment is different and thus requires a custom-made hygienic crane, there are
four recurring types of lifting and hoisting solutions in the food industry:
• M
 onorail systems.
A hygienic monorail crane system relocates objects and materials from one place to another, usually within
a restricted area. A monorail can be modified to fit the space available, and can therefore be applied to
virtually all markets. A monorail hoist offers a wide range of material, load and suspension choices.
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• Pillar and wall mounted jib cranes.
Jib cranes perfectly suit controlled environments in which hoisting activities are concentrated in one
specific area, typically around a jib crane base. Hygienic jib cranes use a mounted arm to lift and move
materials within their 1.5 to 6 meter diameter. Jib cranes can be either wall or pillar mounted.
• Portable gantry cranes.
Gantry cranes are very diverse cranes and easily applicable to a wide variety of controlled environments.
The crane consists of two (left and right) frames that are connected at the top by a beam. A trolley with a
hoist is then installed onto the beam. Due to its (electrically driven) wheels or air casters, gantry cranes can
be manually moved around a controlled environment.
• O
 verhead cranes.
Overhead cranes always cover a very specific area within a controlled environment. They function as a
means of transport for goods that need to be moved horizontally from A to B, but can also be used to just
lower and lift certain products. Overhead cranes are particularly useful if you have to move heavy and bulky
materials frequently. On top of that, overhead cranes are equipped with precision controls, making stacking
and piling of goods more precise and efficient.
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Material choice and maintenance
How to prolong the sterile life of your hygienic crane
The requirements set for certain work or process environments determine what material
and/or surface treatment is most suitable for a
lifting or hoisting device. In the food industry,
cranes need to be extremely hygienic.

IN SHORT
Material choice and maintenance
Choosing the right material can help prolong the
cleanability and durability of your hoisting and lifting

In addition to configuration and design, a high level of
continuous cleanability can be achieved by choosing the
right material, surface treatment, maintenance program,
and aftersales services.

equipment. A correct surface treatment and efficient
cleaning program increase the service life of your crane
even more.
Consider the following when choosing a suitable design:

Material choice

• the food industry is a wet industry

Equipment that can come in direct contact with food
needs to be made of material that is nontoxic, smooth,
• do not underestumate the importance of a correct
corrosion resistant, and impermeable under the conditions
surface treatment
in which it will be used. In the food industry, these
• cleaning and maintenance
conditions can be quite harsh. Aggressive liquids can form
• consider ATEX-free systems
a daily challenge. These include chemical cleaning agents
or meat juices such as blood and brine (a condiment with
salt, etc.). These are all substances than can react aggressively with materials used in your constructions and machines.
• surface treatments are crucial

In many cases, stainless steel is the right choice to prevent the surface from being affected and as a result causing
materials to age rapidly. Why? Because it is corrosion resistant and has many other durable characteristics.

Surface treatments
Choosing the right material does not ensure a continuous high level of hygienic crane durability and cleanliness.
Even if a hygienic crane is made of incredibly durable stainless steel, it will still not pass the test if it shows signs of
roughness, cracks or crevices. Stainless steel surfaces are therefore often treated with special surface treatments to
obtain a smooth finish. The most frequently used stainless steel surface treatments in the food industry are blasting
and polishing:
• B
 lasting
Different kinds of blasting grit are used to achieve different degrees of roughness. This occurs as a result
of the grit damaging the product surfaces. Basically, it rounds off the peaks on the surface of the material.
This causes the ‘scratches’ to become less deep and the surface to appear smoother.
• P
 olishing
This involves multiple scraping motions, using coarse to fine sanding materials. As a result, the surface is
treated in such a way that the coarseness reduces considerably, even to a point of possibly developing a
reflective surface.
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Why is a correct surface treatment so important?
A correct surface treatment:
•
•
•
•
•
•

achieves a smooth surface
ensures a closed surface
hardens but does not break off
has low migration tendencies
can be easily washed and/or cleaned to reach the desired grade
has an antimicrobial application

Cleaning and maintenance
Well-maintained hygienic cranes ensure a continuous high level of hygiene. And secure a safe working
environment for mechanics and other employees.
Thorough cleaning procedures are necessary in order to live up to the high standards that are set by – and for
– the food industry. To make cleaning a lot easier, hygienic cranes in food industries are ideally installed in such
a way that allows easy access to all parts of the crane. Jib cranes that are mounted to the wall or floor need to
be correctly sealed. And tools to elevate food cranes that cannot be moved – like gantry cranes – can allow for
cleaning under the crane. The smooth surface of a hygienic crane can be cleaned using a damp cloth.
Proper crane maintenance does not only entail cleaning. Hygienic cranes and other food handling equipment
need to be regularly treated with food grade lubricants such as oils, greases or hydraulic fluids to prevent wear of
equipment.
Thorough aftersales programs – like the one offered by Cleanroom Cranes by Mennens – also manage hygienic
crane modifications, upgrades and decommissioning. And provide a suitable, technical solution to a possible issue.
Reducing the possibility of crane malfunctioning and an unplanned production process shutdown.

ATEX-free systems
Hygienic cranes in the food industry are sometimes equipped with ATEX-free systems. ATEX includes all situations
in which there is a chance of gas or dust explosions.
Think of the production of coated nuts for example, when many particles get released as a result of the abrasive
motion of the nuts rubbing against each other. In combination with a spark – caused by static energy – a certain
quantity of these particles in the air can pose an explosion hazard. ATEX is the collective term for all the standards
involved with preventing explosions.
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Developments in the food industry
Stay up to date
Cholera epidemics, listeria related casualties and other foodborne disease outbreaks have forced
the entire food chain to step up its hygienic game. A lot has already changed – and improved!
– over the past decades and years. Great food safety results were achieved due to better
sanitization programs, adequate equipment design and configuration, and improved equipment
maintenance.
As in many aspects of modern-day society, digitization is rapidly leaving its mark on the food industry as well. That’s
why food businesses are becoming increasingly automated and digitized.

Digitizing the food industry
Smart digital applications and other electrical components are used as a tool to create a more transparent, more
sustainable, and safer food system. Think of robots that take over repetitive production tasks that used to be carried
out by men. Or smart sensors that provide data and information about food quality.

Smart functions, applicable to hygienic cranes
Applying these smart (and digital) innovations to your hygienic crane can minimize impurities and contamination
during product handling. And improve workplace comfort (ergonomics) and efficiency. There are many applications
that offer added value. An impression:
• S
 oftware and ‘overhead’ systems.
Lifting and hoisting equipment can be integrated at a high level with other existing systems and software
in your organization. The control is software operated. This is easily done using a control box equipped
with several buttons in combination with switch boxes in the field or via an overhead system.
• L
 oad weight determination.
This function displays the load in each separate hook with a tolerance of 0.5 percent per ten thousand
kilos. This can be read out and can give a good indication of the load. It can also prevent the load from
being lifted in the case of an overload. You can include measurements that are important for ensuring
that the indicated level according to the specified FEM classification (European Materials Handling
Federation) is not exceeded.
Suppose you need to lift ten thousand kilos, but a higher number is displayed on the indicator. This lets you know
that the load is too heavy to lift. If you are sure that the load is lighter, then there may be an obstacle in the hoisting
path. The load may not be mounted properly and may be bolted in certain positions, or the load may have gotten
hooked somewhere.
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Additional electrical components
• R
 emote login.
In principle, a service provider such as Cleanroom Cranes by Mennens can log into the system via an
ethernet connection. This can be done from anywhere that has internet (with the correct credentials).
We use remote login to monitor systems, read it for maintenance, check for faults and usage as well as to
install new software and updates. Cleanroom Cranes by Mennens is committed to many different clients
worldwide. Because we can provide and process data digitally and gain insight into malfunctions, we are
able to switch gears quickly and apply the right measures.
• D
 edicated software.
Do you want to add a fixed program to your working method? Such as a production line or a tunnel
where materials are transported from a ‘dirty’ to a ‘clean’ space? A dedicated software in combination
with your crane system is your answer. Every step will be programmed in the software. On request, we
provide and develop dedicated software, together with a specialized partner in control techniques. We
take into account your way of working to achieve (time) efficiency and safety.

More information
Want to know more about the use of electrical components in
controlled environments? Or are you curious to find out which
other smart functions are applicable to hygienic cranes? Then
read our universal whitepaper ‘Make the right choice for your
cleanroom crane: discover success factors in 3 areas of focus’.
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Cleanroom Cranes by
Mennens
Hygienic cranes at work
At Cleanroom Cranes by Mennens, we have had the pleasure to design, configurate and install
hygienic cranes for a wide variety of food industry clients. Here is an impression of our past and
current clients:

Why Cleamroon Cranes by Mennens
We are your cleanroom crane specialist. A team of dedicated, solution oriented, and tech savvy professionals that
help you find the best hygienic crane for your controlled environment.
At Cleanroom Cranes by Mennens we continuously aim to design, produce, distribute, and install high quality lifting
and hoisting solutions. Every conditioned environment requires a customized lifting and hoisting solution. That’s
why we carefully match your needs to smart and clean technical lifting and hoisting solutions. And ensure that
these always meet international standards.
There are many factors that influence the (long-term) optimal performance of a crane. These include integration
options in existing work environments, ergonomic design and the placement of hoists, switches and corners. But
it can also involve, for example, keeping loads in position during transport. In any case, we help you make the right
decision when it comes to your lifting and hoisting solution.
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Checklist for hygienic
cleanroom cranes
Map out your situation
A controlled environment is a (very) pure working environment. Hygienic and ergonomic hoisting
and lifting is crucial. Are you planning to set up a controlled work and production environment?
Then choosing the right hoisting and lifting equipment depends on many different factors.
In any case, ask yourself the following questions:
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

How are you planning to clean: dry or wet?
What standards will you follow in designing the space?
If this involves an ISO classification, what classification is it?
Are there any ESD, anti-static or ATEX requirements, for example?
What kind of products will be worked with?
What are the requirements for surface cleanliness?

These are just a few of the many focus areas that you should consider if you want to invest in (new) facilities and/
or spaces. It is also important to make an inventory of the controlled work and production environments, and the
requirements you will (likely) have to deal with.
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Mind the experts
Lets get in touch
You are looking for a hygienic crane. But where do you start? Our answer: during the (re)design
phase of your controlled environment.
If possible, take the configuration, construction, and design of your hygienic crane into consideration during the
earliest stages of (re)designing your controlled environment. And do not hesitate to contact us. A hygienic crane
requires an environment that can support its high weightlifting capacity and safeguard high levels of cleanliness,
sterility and hygiene. Keeping a crane in mind during the design phase will therefore save time, money, and space.

More information
Are you looking for more general information about hygienic cranes? Or are you wondering which standards apply
to other industries? Read our whitepapers about cleanroom cranes in the high-tech and pharma industry. Or take a
look at our general whitepaper, in which we address electric options too.

Contact
www.cleanroom-cranes.com
sales.cleanroom@mennens.nl

@cleanroom cranes
@cleanroom cranes

Headquarters
Mennens Eindhoven
Achtseweg Zuid 161
5651 GW Eindhoven
The Netherlands

Support office
Mennens Dongen
Metaalstraat 5
5107 ND Dongen
The Netherlands

T + 31 (0)162 38 38 0

T + 31 (0)162 38 38 00
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